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he Executive Director of World Bank, for
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Sri Lanka,
Subhash Chandra Garg has said that, “If
we can manage to grow at seven per cent for next
35 years, we will not only be the second largest
economy in the world at that time but we will
be prosperous and people will be rich enough,”
India has the potential to become a multi-trillion
dollar economy with a per capita income of about $40,000 by 2050 if it
manages to grow at 7% annually for the next 30-35 years.
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Having noted that with pleasure, let us look at our current performance.
Commerce and Industry Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said in a written
reply to the Lok Sabha that fall in global demand, dip in oil prices and
appreciation of rupee against euro are some of the main reasons for
decline in India’s exports.
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Some positive developments in the economic indicators are seen with
regards to fiscal deficit and industrial production. The Government is
expected to meet the fiscal deficit target of 3.9% for the financial year
2015-16. The gross fiscal deficit of Rs. 2.1 trillion during April-May
2015, is 37.5% of the annual budget. Last year during the same time,
deficit had crossed 45% of the annual target. Industrial production is also
expected to rise by 4.4% in 2015-16. Capacity additions, improvement
in urban consumption demand and revival in mining activity will be the
growth drivers. This will be higher than the 2.8% growth recorded in
the preceding year.
The digest this month has interesting incites on Kokan and Vidarbha.
These two regions indeed need greater attention in order to achieve
balanced economic growth of Maharashtra. MEDC has taken up the case
of development of Kokan in eco-friendly manner with the Government
of Maharashtra, Ministry of environment. The need to prepare an ecofriendly plan was discussed at length with the Hon. Minister. Our
proposal is awaiting approval. We hope that this time the government
machinery moves faster.
Vidarbha was earlier part of Central India, CP and Berar and when it
was merged with Maharashtra it was demanded that Nagpur should be
made second capital of the State. Ever since the formation of State,
there has been demand for a separate Vidabha. Since our Hon’ble Chief
Minister comes from this region, we feel no injustice will be done to
this region while it is part of Maharashtra. We therefore in this issue
have an article that talks about the “Roadmap for Vidarbha”. We hope
that Government takes effective meaures to implement it.

Cdr. Dipak Naik, President
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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Draft Housing Policy - V

“

In the areas in the MMR
region
excluding
the
Municipal
Corporations,
some locations in the 2 kilometers
corridor along railway lines,
National/State Highways, major
district roads must be identified in a
planned way for special townships
on NAINA/STS pattern. This is
necessary because cities have
limited infrastructure to support the
population and enhanced FSI will
only aggravate crowding leading to
poor quality of life. Another possible
source of land for affordable
housing is shifting of chemical and
hazardous industries within the city
of Mumbai to places in the vicinity
of Mumbai city with appropriate
24X 7 connectivity. This will release
the lands under these industries for
affordable housing. The chemical
and hazardous industry, therefore,
needs to be given incentive and
encouragement to a specified area
for shifting so that environmentally
their location is best suited. The
mill lands availability for affordable
housing is also another source in
the Mumbai city. A land bank of all
these lands including ULC schemes
lands ought to be created under
each Special Planning Authority”.
While admitting that cities have
limited infrastructure to support the
population and enhanced FSI will
only aggravate crowding leading to
poor quality of life. It is conveniently

forgotten that those who live can be
given better infrastructure and this
will improve their quality of life.
The solution for special townships
offered was NAINA/STS pattern;
both special township policy and
NAINA have different parameters
to adhere to. While NAINA is likely
to grow in the proximity of the
international airport and JNPT, the
special townships are likely to come
up in different areas for different
reasons. To make a common link
between them may not necessarily be
a good idea.
One of the solutions offered is
to shift chemical and hazardous
industries within the city of Mumbai
to the hinterland. The government
should have made a reality check
before making this suggestion. Our
understanding of the ground reality
in the area assigned to the chemical
industry is that very few chemical
units operate there. The space has
already been occupied by other
activities and the original allotees
have rented out their premises. In
practice opening up of this land is
going to be difficult as there will be
lot of litigations. To state that the mill
lands will be available for affordable
housing is to make a joke of those
who have been frustrated in the city
due to non-availability of affordable
housing. Initially 600 acres of the
900 acres occupied by the mills

Mr. Chandrashekhar Prabhu
Chairman, Editorial Board &
Consulting Editor

were to be made available for public
purpose. This has been brought down
to hardly 30 to 35 acres and most of
these lands have been built upon by
MHADA and the tenements have
been allotted to the mill workers
by drawing of lots in a government
controlled system of lottery. So
which land is going to be available
for affordable housing? The original
scheme which was envisaged was
that portion of the 600 acres available
would be used for constructing transit
camps for the redevelopment of the
old and dilapidated cessed buildings
and another portion for affordable
housing. This has not been fulfilled.
The policy document appears atleast
in this section completely cut away
from reality.
It also talks about land bank including
lands under the erstwhile ULC. The
Urban Land Ceiling Act has been
scraped and is history. Though those
lands which were available ought
to have been secured by enacting a
special legislation for this purpose.
The author has been ceaselessly
campaigning for such an enactment,
however no such legislation seems
to be on the unveil. The chances of
getting the ULC lands are bleak.
“All these lands need to be used
for affordable housing in a planned
manner by CIDCO, MMRDA and
MHADA in their respective areas
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as special planning authorities.
The approach to planning needs to
be in conformity with the overall
planning in relevant zoning in MMR.
Hence, within city limits Town
Planning Scheme approach (with
land pooling) and beyond city limits
Special Township (STS) approach
as per MRTP Act, has to be adopted
to deal with the affordable housing
shortage. Thus it is clear that
additional affordable housing with
quality life in the city has to be well
thought out, planned in the limited
land available. After the master plan
of MMR for affordable housing is
finalized the respective authorities
shall
prepare
detailed
plans
under STS/NAINA pattern for the
respective areas under their control
so that the land use for affordable
housing in this region in planned
manner is fully ensured.When
planning for the affordable housing
either through TPS or through STS
or NAINA pattern it needs to be
ensured that the economic drivers of
the city / society are incorporated as
part of the growth center including
housing. This is necessary to make
the development of the growth
center into a complete city so that,
Government of India funds for the
‘smart cities scheme’ flow in easily.
The Government of India funds
for ‘smart cities’ for these growth
centers will augment the finances
for the affordable housing in these
growth centres. The allotment of
affordable housing units to the
needy and eligible persons through
IT enabled system should also be
accompanied by legal restrictions
on the allotees that no sale/transfer/
lease/subletting of these houses by
the EWS/LIG/MIG members shall
6
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not be permissible. Any infringement
of this condition shall disentitle the
allotee and accordingly the allotted
housing unit/s shall be taken back by
government for allotment to another
eligible person/s.” CIDCO MMRDA
and MHADA, in their respective
areas as special planning authorities
are expected to provide affordable
housing. This may appear good on
paper but if one were to have a reality
check the obvious will come out. For
instance MMRDA is a SPA for the
BKC, and the Nariman Point area.
Could the lands in these areas be used
of affordable housing? If one were
to go by the recent plans the answer
would be a big no. The only solution
that this part of the policy attempts to
provide is that within city limits the
town planning scheme approach with
land pooling and beyond city limit
the special township approach can
deal with the shortage of affordable
housing. In both cases these solutions
are likely to fall flat on their face.
In this city there is hardly any land
available. Unless all redevelopment
schemes are revisited and redefined
to ensure that affordable housing
should be an integral part of these
schemes, we would have missed
the biggest opportunity available
to us in this century. The slum
redevelopment
schemes,
the
redevelopment schemes for old and
dilapidated cessed buildings, the
redevelopment schemes for co-op
housing societies, the redevelopment
schemes for MHADA colonies, and
all other redevelopment schemes
have to be freshly looked at and
the affordability part be included.
The solution is very clear. The
existing schemes neither provide
for the needs of those who are being

rehabilitated nor do they provide
for the needs of those who buy the
surplus areas; from the affordability
point of view. The saleable area in
the redevelopment scheme is sold
at rates between Rs.40000 to Rs.1
lakh per sq feet in the island city and
between Rs.10000 and Rs.40000 in
the suburbs. This can hardly be called
affordability. Even the rehabilitation
component is generally inadequate
if one were to consider the space
required for adequate housing. The
net result is that the beneficiaries
of the rehabilitation component
sell their houses at market rates
and use the money to buy alternate
accommodation in the suburb which
is larger in size. If the scheme itself
incorporates a provision of purchase
of 200 or 250 sq feet fungible area,at
construction cost in addition to the
35% fungible area made available
in the earlier DCR at construction
costs, all the residents will have a
fair chance to avail of affordable
housing. The Government of India
funds for smart cities will indeed
help but unless the affordable
housing schemes themselves undergo
substantial changes, affordability
will continue to be a dream.
Like all other schemes promoted
by government, here too it is
recommended
no
sale/transfer/
lease/subletting of the houses under
affordable housing will not be
permissible. It is also mentioned that
any infringement of this condition
shall disentitle the allotee and
accordingly the housing units shall
be taken back by government for
allotment to another eligible person.
This is easier said than done. It is
common knowledge that over 80%
of the tenements built under the
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redevelopment scheme for old and
dilapidated buildings are sold. Some
of them are sold even before the
building is made. In most of these
buildings the number of flats in the
rehab portion is one tenth or one
twentieth of the required number.
When flats meant for rehabilitation
are never built, how can they be
shown as affordable housing? All
this leads us to a cardinal question.
Does this policy intend to promote
affordable housing? On the face of it
the answer would be a big no. The
government really has to apply itself
and revisit portions of the housing
policy and make drastic changes if
they are serious in their commitment
to affordable housing.
“In the first approach the
Government may encourage the
employers in MMR region to take
up the responsibility of providing
housing to their employees. This
encouragement can be in the form of
concession in the VAT / stamp duty /
profession tax at State level with the
condition that those houses shall not
be sold. Besides, incentive can also
be by way of entitling the investment
in such housing to be considered
as part of CSR and also through
concession in the income tax of the
enterprise as also service tax / GST
concession for these houses. Since
this initiative is in pursuance of
Government of India’s goal of ‘house
for everyone’ by 2022 and State is also
chipping in tax concession within its
competency, the Government of India
should also consider such incentives.
Our entire thrust in this sector needs
to be in alignment with GoI policy in
this regard so that maximum support,
financial or otherwise, from GoI
shall be forthcoming which will go a

long way to achieve the target.” The
first approach talks about employers
providing housing to their employees
with a condition that those houses
shall not be sold. It is not clear
whether those houses shall be built
as staff quarters or will be sold to the
employees at cost. Unless this point
is made clear the entire exercise for
considering such housing as part of
CSR activity maybe infructuous.
Moreover since the GOI policy in
this regard has not been spelt out
clearly, the state policy, if it has to
align with the center’s policy would
also remain unclear. It was expected
that the state comes up with bold
initiatives so that the central policy
could be positively influenced, as
has been the case with several other
progressive policies which were first
conceived and initiated in the state
of Maharashtra. This opportunity too
seems to be have been missed
“The
second
approach
of
incentivizing affordable housing
needs to be evolved in consultation
with the Urban Development
Department (UDD) by granting
additional FSI for tenements upto
45 sq.mtr. carpet area with a cap
on price for sale of such affordable
tenements as decided by the specified
authority of Government. A cap on
density of houses in this scheme
needs to be fixed since the additional
FSI over existing admissible FSI
is to be allowed for affordable
housing. The developer shall be
bound to handover 60% or 2/3 of
the total constructed tenements, on
BUA basis, at the price fixed by the
authority specified by Government
and this housing stock shall be
allotted to eligible houseless citizens
with clear-cut eligibility criteria. The

eligible people from the LIG/MIG
categories shall be allotted these
houses with 2/3 housing stock going
to LIG and 1/3 housing stock going
to MIG category. The IT e-solutions
shall be put into use to take care of
deciding eligibility as per verified
criteria and allotment including
post-allotment
management
to
bring transparency in the process
with less manual intervention and
timely actions / results. This will
also avoid malpractices and sundry
abuses.”
The second approach
revolves around granting additional
FSI for tenements upto 45 sq meter
carpet area with a cap on the sale
price. A cap on density of houses
is also envisaged. The government
has failed to see the contradiction
in the two. Density has to be capped
because high densities would put
undue pressure on the infrastructure.
If density is capped and the selling
price is capped then the carpet area
need not be capped. If a family
living in 45 sq meters moves to a 60
sq meters it does not put additional
pressure on the infrastructure.
In this scheme too it is expected that
the developer will handover 2/3rd
of the constructed area at a price
fixed by the authority which will be
given to eligible houseless citizens.
Here too the government fails to
understand that the remaining 1/3rd
will have to be sold at higher prices.
Which developer will build houses
which are sold at cheaper prices
and bring these affordable houses
in the market to compete with his
own stock for sale at market price?
The compromise will be on quality
or planning or both and the net result
may not be encouraging.
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It is therefore expected that along
with the builder driven schemes,
the government could come up with
community driven schemes wherein
those who are in need of a house can
enroll for one and the government
can, after verifying the list of
eligible persons allot them lands,
or enable to purchase lands and get
houses built by awarding contract to
meritorious tenders. It is only when
multiple schemes are floated and the
buyer is given a choice to choose
between them that affordability can
be achieved.
“While granting additional FSI to
any proposal under this scheme, the
existing connectivity of the project
site and the required connectivity
of the project site after completion
of housing project in relation to
nearby urban area / growth centre
/ metro shall be examined and
provision of additional connectivity
required shall be added as precondition for the implementation of
the project. The connectivity here
implies Mass Transit Means. This
shall be examined and prescribed by
the planning authority concerned as
designated by the Government. The
same planning authority shall ensure
that the connectivity requirements
are fulfilled before the completion
certificate for 50% of the projects
housing stock from the saleable
component of the project is granted.
This condition is on the analogy of
Rajasthan Policy and after taking
into consideration the experience in
GT Hospital PPP experiment.” It is
stated that connectivity to the project
site through mass transit as prescribed
by the planning authority will be a
precondition for granting additional
FSI. The mass transit schemes will
8
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take sufficient time to be operational
and hence the likelihood of granting
of additional FSI be delayed beyond
reasonable time limit cannot be ruled
out.
“The scenario of housing is of
shortage with EWS/LIG/MIG having
insufficient purchase capacity. If
supply is increased this will get
transformed. Hence, the resources of
MHADA, CIDCO and MMRDA, NIT,
PCNTDA should be first committed
at least for 70% component of
their resources for affordable
housing in next 10 years by policy
decision. The land at the disposal
of Government in the residential
zones must be fully exploited for
affordable housing. After that,
private lands acquisition on Navi
Mumbai Airport Land Acquisition
pattern should be resorted to exploit
fully these resources. Even, the funds
that Government (State / GoI) has
committed and is likely to commit
for this housing initiative need to
be pooled in one scheme. Besides,
funds from National Housing Bank
and Housing Financial Institutions,
Nationalized banks at slightly
less interest rates, through I.T.
concession to these institutions,
should be tapped. After planning full
utilization of public sector capacity
and resources, the harnessing
of private sector resources and
capacities, with land availability
through NMA-pattern linked to 80%
affordable housing at capped price,
should be planned to meet the large
housing shortage.” The housing
scenario shortage has been attributed
to insufficient purchase capacity
and it is expected that if supply is
increased this will get transformed.
Our experience shows very clearly

Edit Page
that it is not the purchase capacity
which is insufficient but the artificial
increase in prices is what is making
housing unaffordable. It has also
been our experience that increased
supply never results in reduction of
sale prices in area where the demand
is very high. Let us take the recent
examples in Mumbai, the FSI for
reconstruction of cessed buildings
was increased first to 2 then to 2.5
then to 3 and then to unlimited FSI
without a cap. The argument given
was prices will come down if the
supply is increased. Supply increased
but prices never came down. In the
slum scheme FSI was increased first
to 2.5 then to 3 and in dense areas
up to 4 giving the same argument but
prices never came down. In MHADA
colonies the global FSI was increased
from 1.2 to 3 but prices never came
down. For redevelopment of co-op
housings FSI was increased from
0.85 to 2.7 but prices never came
down. When the mill lands came up
for development the same argument
of increased supply reducing prices
was given. Prices increased multi
fold. When ULC act was repealed
it was stated that there would be a
glut and so much supply that housing
would be cheap. Instead housing
prices increased multi fold. With
all this experience readily available
this argument appears to be repeated
without any reference to such efforts
made in the past. In short the issue
of affordability has never been
seriously examined nor have the past
experience been analysed. The only
example sought to be given is the
Navi Mumbai airport land where it is
supposed to be linked to affordable
housing, this scheme is still on paper,
yet to be tested by the market forces.
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“The EWS / LIG housing stock can
be further augmented in private
schemes by mandating 20% of
built-up area in inclusive housing
scheme.” Mandating 20% of built
up area in inclusive housing scheme
for EWS/ LIG has been attempted
several times earlier including
in Powai and failed miserably to
achieve even a small percentage of
desirable objective.
“In addition to above initiatives
the brownfield project with cap on
density and pricing in urban renewal
schemes may also be encouraged to
increase affordable housing by grant
of additional incentive FSI. This
concession will not be applicable
for SRA clusters / cess buildings
schemes.” It is mentioned that under
urban renewal schemes there will
be a cap on density and pricing and
additional incentive FSI will be
granted, however such additional
incentive will not be available for
SRA cluster and cessed building
schemes. There is no argument to
back this differentiation and it is
common knowledge that cap on
density and pricing may not work or
perhaps work to the contrary.
“The
Government
can
use
government land for affordable
housing scheme for LIG with
tenements of 25 sq. mtr carpet area
through MHADA / CIDCO / MMRDA
/ NIT / PCNTDA. The scheme
shall be completed by competitive
bidding with bidding criteria, being
percentage of affordable housing
above minimum 66% of total
tenements on BUA basis, offered by
the bidder at the prefixed (capped)
price. The eligibility criteria and
allotment procedure shall be laid

down by the Government in this
scheme and implemented through
IT e-solutions.” Even the lands
with government is sought to be
given to the private sector if 66% of
the tenements on built up area are
offered by the bidder at capped price.
Here too we have seen similar offers
under 3.11 of the SRA scheme and
the quality given by the developers
has to be seen to be believed. In any
civilized society the tenements given
by developers to MMRDA who
have in turn allotted them to project
affected people at Vashi Naka and
surrounding areas would not only
have been rejected on the grounds
that they cannot be used for human
habitation but been ordered to be
demolished with immediate effect.
The plight of those living in these
houses is difficult to explain and
unbelievable.
“The
main
factors
affecting
affordability are cost of land, necessity
of up-front payment and maintenance.
As the cost of land is a major component
of the affordable housing unit, it is
necessary that government land as
well as the lands at the disposal of
ULBs, CIDCO, MHADA and MMRDA
need to be pooled together and used
for affordable housing through land
bank and preparing a master plan for
the lands in the Land Bank. This will
help check the price of the affordable
housing unit. The next aspect is the
price of housing unit. The task force
set up by the Ministry of Housing and
Urban Poverty Alleviation, GoI has
suggested that the price of the EWS/
LIG housing should not exceed four
times the household gross annual
income and in case of MIG five times
of annual gross income. However
different income limits for EWS/

LIG are set by state government and
central government for eligibility
under EWS/LIG. The GoI limits are
on lower side. The state government
needs to persuade GoI to revise these
limits so that there is no inequality
on this ground. One study has found
that for EWS/Low Income Groups the
ideal cost of affordable house, based
on the annual income is about Rs 8
lakhs and Rs 8-19 lakhs respectively.
However, the average price of
MHADA dwelling for these groups is
about Rs. 15 lakhs and Rs 19 lakhs
respectively. Thus the major effort in
respect of cost needs to be focused
for EWS and LIG as well as lower
MIG.’ The main factors affecting
affordability have been given as cost
of land, necessity of upfront payment
and maintenance. A person earning
10000 rupees per month cannot get a
house within 6 lakhs which is his five
years income, which is considered the
benchmark of what can be considered
as within the affordable definition.
Similarly a person earning Rs.30000
per month cannot get a house in Rs.18
lakhs which fits within the affordable
definition It is neither the cost of land
nor the upfront payment nor is the
tenancy which affects his affordability
it the greed of the builder which has
taken the prices so high that the
housing has become unaffordable. To
make it affordable one need to develop
a parallel system where affordable
housing is not thrown at the mercy
of select developers. Unless the
government tries to devise new and
innovative schemes, this is not likely
to happen.
...to be continued
chandrashekharp@hotmail.com
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Coastal Konkan
Engr. Mariner Dilip Bhatkar

K

onkan
region
of
Maharashtra has God given
gift of approx. 720 km long
coast line having nearly 48 noted
minor ports, their inland waterways
and creeks having sufficient water
depths too.
Till the year 1970 all
these small ports were prosperous,
active and operational.
Thereafter,
from 1975 till year 2000 these ports
became practically inoperative and
were neglected.
However, last 12
to 15 years few ports on Konkan
coast are again on progressive path of
development.
Maharashtra Maritime Board (MMB)
has given very good support and is
doing good work for development
of minor ports on Konkan coast.
CEO Mr. Asheesh Sharma, IAS and
entire team of MMB officials & staff
have provided good support to all the
projects with total encouragement to
project proponents.
Konkan coast is spread over five
districts namely, Palghar, Thane,
Raigad, Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga.
Ports of Palghar, Thane and Raigad
districts have close vicinity to Mumbai.
Apart from distant location from

10
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Mumbai, the hilly area of Laterite
strata, the coastline features and
regional contours etc. are different in
Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga districts in
comparison to those in Palghar, Thane
and Raigad districts.
Therefore,
development measures need to be
viewed in different angles.
Jaigad port has fast development in last
10 to 12 years. Jindal port is located
at Dhamankhol bay of Jaigad port
area. This port has good import &
export activities and has 14 mtr draft.
Coal, Bauxite, Molasses, Lime stone,
Sugar etc. cargo is being successfully
handled at Jindal port. Proposed rail
line connecting Jindal port to Konkan
railway will prosper the activities of
Jindal port. Angre port of Chowgule
Group has come up in Jaigad harbour.
It has cargo jetty and also ship lift
facility for ship repair work. One
local group of men and women under
the name of “Marine Syndicate” has
developed one multipurpose terminal
in inland waterways of Jaigad creek.
Cargo shipments of bulk Bauxite and
Laterite material and ship repair work
with floating dry dock is planned at
this terminal. Marine Syndicate has
also planned ship breaking facility
very close to this terminal.
Local

technicians, engineers, professionals,
even polytechnic and ITI educated
girls of Konkan region are working in
this project.
Finolex Industry has developed
captive port at Pawas in Ratnagiri
district for import of their raw
material. Finolex port also imports
Coal for their power plant.
MMB had made good infrastructure
at port Redi near Vengurla for loading
Iron ore for shipments. Now this
port is given to private operator
for expansion and development.
Molasses export is successfully
handled at Vijaydurg through the
tankage and pipe lines installed by
private operator. This port has very
good potential for development in
future.
Development of Vadhavan port in
Palghar district and also Rajapur
Shipyard at Vetye in Ratnagiri district
is in discussion for last nearly 8 to 10
years. Nothing has happened on front
of these two projects till this date.
Musakazi is one very old port located
at south of Ratnagiri district. It has
very good bay having good shelter for
cargo handling and ship repair work if
developed properly.
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Fisheries is the another very
important sector on Konkan coast.
Deogad, Sakharinate, Mirkarwada
(Ratnagiri), Harnay are the locations
in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga
districts.
Unfortunately, the lack
of infrastructure and facilities are
experienced at these fisheries ports.
Proper berthing arrangements are very
much essential for fishing trawlers
arriving in the harbour. Unloading
of fish catch, supply of diesel, fresh
water, Ice etc. need to be organized
properly.
Dredging of entrance channels
at all the ports, sand bars at sea

mouth, creeks etc. has importance in
development of ports and harbours.
Road connectivity from Mumbai - Goa
National High way and Coastal State
High way upto the port locations plays
very important role in the activities run
at port. Funds allocation from Govt.
for construction and maintenance of
good roads connecting to ports is
important factor.

and agencies is the excellent example
of the facility available on Konkan
coast.

Tourism is separate sector which needs
to be developed on Konkan coast.
Alibag, Murud, Ganpatipule, Malvan,
Tarkarli like few places are attracting
tourists in recent past. Scuba diving
at Malvan organized by local youth

engr.mariner@gmail.com

If proper infrastructure is provided
then wonders can be achieved in
development of ports on Konkan
coast. Ports of Konkan region have
enough potential to provide giant
progressive path to entire state of
Maharashtra and in turn to India.

The Author is the Director in Marine Syndicate
Pvt. Ltd., Ratnagiri
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Port Development in
Maharashtra
Mr. Vijay Kalantri

P

orts play a pivotal role
in
international trade .
With steady and consistent
growth in international trade , port
development and modernization
across the world
has assumed
heightened importance. International
trade is recognized as a key driver of
economic growth of a nation and port
based economies enjoy the advantage
of ease of access to goods from across
the world . It has been estimated that
around 90 per cent of the world’s
merchandise and commodity trade
is transported by ship. This further
strengthens the importance of ports
in international trade . Ports not
only facilitate movement of goods
into the hinterland but also cater
to neighbouring
land – locked
countries thereby spurring a host
of economic and infrastructure
activities such as roads, railways,
telecommunications, power, etc.
Ports create jobs and generate large
scale employment.
Thus, ports
support a wide range of economic
and infrastructure activities thereby
providing fillip to growth and
development of the region it serves.
Maharashtra is bestowed with a
coastline of 720 Kms, of which
Greater Mumbai District has
approximately 114 Kms, Thane
District 127 Kms, Raigad District
122 Kms, Ratnagiri District 237
Kms and Sindhudurg District 120
Kms. There are 48 Intermediate and
Non-Major Ports and 35 creeks on
this coastline. Maharashtra houses
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two of the country’s biggest ports
-- Jawaharlal Nehru Port at Nhava
Sheva near Mumbai and Mumbai
Port in the metropolis.
The Government of Maharashtra
has encouraged development of
port sector and adopted an investorfriendly Port Policy. The Maharashtra
government is keen to ensure that
upgradation of its port policy results
in increase in coastal shipping of
goods and opens gates for exportimport trade. At present, 94 per cent
of the cargo moves through roads
and air, while only six per cent via
water.
The Maharashtra Government has
indicated that of the 720 kms state
coastline, there should be a port at
every 100 km where big ships can
dock. The coming port policy of
Maharashtra focuses on upgradation
of the existing policy to make it
comprehensive and fix gaps, if any.
The government wants to build ports
through private partnership.

coastline and state’s hinterland.
Enforcement of Maritime Rules &
regulations for administration and
conservancy of ports, for regulating
traffic and tariff structure and
licensing of crafts etc.
Development of Inland Water
Transport for cargo as well as for
passenger movement in the inland
waterways within the state.
To carry out Hydrographic Surveys
and other allied investigations along
the west coast of Maharashtra in the
creeks as well as in the rivers of the
Konkan region.
The State government is currently
setting up six minor ports in
Concession Agreement
in the
State. These are: Dighi Port ,
Rewas – Aware Port, Jaigad Port
( Dhamankhol Bay), Jaigad Port (
Lavgan) , Vijaydurg Port and Redi
Port . The Government has proposed
dry ports or inland feeder ports at
Aurangabad and Wardha for the
export – import trade.

Maharashtra Maritime Board
Maharashtra Maritime Board ( MMB)
is responsible for the coordination,
promotion and development of minor
and intermediate ports in the State
of Maharashtra. MMB administers,
controls and manages these ports.
The functions of the Maritime Board
are as follows:
Development of Minor Ports and
Harbours for promoting cargo
movement with a view to boost
the economic activity along the

Dighi Port Ltd
Dighi Port Ltd, is setting up the first
private port in the public private
space near Mumbai and is also
establishing a special economic
zone around the port with modern
infrastructure. The port is equipped
with state – of –the art facilities and
forms an integral part of the Delhi
– Mumbai Industrial Corridor (
DMIC) and will have access to the
Delhi Freight Corridor ( DFC) The
company’s growth prospects hinges
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yy
Handled
883
numbers Cold Rolled Coils
(CRC) weighing 21,436 MT
and discharged in record
time of 26 hours

Highlights :
yy
Largest node of the
‘Delhi Mumbai Industrial
Corridor’ (DMIC) planned
in Maharashtra

(BOOST)” Concession Agreement
signed with Maharashtra Maritime
Board (MMB) with Longest quay
length of 650 Meters in Maharashtra
on
sound infrastructure policy
supported by pragmatic investment
policy. The speedy infrastructure
development in the country in terms
of roads , railways , ports , power and
telecommunications will provide the
necessary impetus to Dighi Port and
enable the company to improve the
overall economy of the region. Dighi
will thus become a key catalyst in
the growth and development of a
vast stretch of the region it serves.
DIGHI PORT is a deep water, allweather, first green field port in
Maharashtra in Raigad district of
Maharashtra under a 50 year “Build,
Own, Operate, Share & Transfer

The port is located at a distance of 42
Nautical Miles by sea and
• 160 kms by road from Mumbai
• 140 kms by road from Pune
• 290 kms by road from Nashik

Milestones :

yy
Identified
as
one of the 7 Mega
National Investment and
Manufacturing
Zones
(NIMZ)
under Government of India’s new
Manufacturing Policy with a total
area of 230 sq.km is allocated for the
development of the Manufacturing
Zone
yy A port based Special Economic Zone
(SEZ) and Free Trade Warehousing
Zone (FTWZ) is under development
at Dighi Port

Facilities :

yy Have handled more than 5 million
MT of cargo till date

yy Cargo Handling Facilities

yy Have
been
handling
regular
shipments of Bauxite, Coal, Steel
and HBI cargo, can also handle all
kinds of cargo successfully handled

yy Berthing Facilities: 2 multipurpose
berths with upto 12.5 metres water
depth additional 3 berths will be
operational in 6 to 8 months

yy Post Panamax and Capesize vessels
having a DWT of up to 155,000 MT

yy Maximum vessel size: upto 155,000
DWT

yy Have all clearances in place for
setting up of an LNG Terminal

yy Mobile Habour Cranes: 2 Gottwald
with a rated handling capacity of
1,000 TPH
yy 1600 acres of available Land Bank,
including stockyard of 304,091
sqmetres
yy Closed warehouse of 7,000 sqmetres
(POSCO) and 5,400 sqmetres
yy Liquid tankfarm – 6 tanks of 200,000
litres each in Phase 1
yy Three (03) weighbridges
weighment of trucks

for

VijayKalantri@balaji.co.in
The Author is the CMD of Dighi Port Ltd.,
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Mining : Core sector for
“Make in India”
Capt. Pramod Salvi

E

ven in our wireless world
-- metals are more important
than ever before.

Giant technology company GE
utilizes 75 of the first 83 elements
on the Periodic Table, spending more
than $40 billion a year on metals
produced from important minerals.
The pace of technology is accelerating
and improving the lifestyle of billions
of people. Majority of them are from
developing countries. As a result, the
mineral and metal demand is on rise.
For example copper continues to be
a critical element in everything from
so called green areas such as solar
panels, geo-thermal conducting coils,
to wind turbines requiring more than
three tons of copper per turbine -and electric cars, which require three
times as much copper as petrol or
diesel run vehicle.
Major source of income for the
ruler of Saudi Arabia was the taxes
paid by pilgrims on their way to the
holy cities. In 1920s the number
of pilgrimages per year fell from
100,000 to below 40,000. This hurt
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their economy greatly and they
needed to find alternate sources of
income. This caused King ‘Abdul’Aziz to get serious about the search
for oil. In 1922 King Abdul Aziz
wisely met a New Zealand mining
engineer named Major Frank Holmes.
In 1923 the king signed a concession
with Mr.Holmes allowing him to
search for oil in eastern Saudi Arabia
and since then they never looked
back. The events which followed for
two decades crowned Saudi Arabia
as one of the rich kingdoms on earth.
(Today Saudi and other oil rich areas
provide employment to hundreds of
thousands of Indians).
The economic sector comprising raw
materials, metallurgy and the metal
ware industry plays an important
role in economic development of
country. In order to be able to exploit
the potential of the mining sector
must encourage FDI and proven
technology players.
However, this essential foreign
investment
is
hindered
by
inconsistencies between laws, legal
uncertainty, a lack of transparency
in procedures
and fragmented
responsibilities
as well as a
lack of qualified
specialists.
When it comes
to
shaping
conditions
in
the
mining
sector to attract
investment
with a view to

driving development, Government
must improve skills in the areas of
planning, strategy and negotiation.
Attracting foreign direct mineral
investment into an economy can
be a force for economic growth.
The greater the capital stock in
an economy, the more economic
productivity takes place; and the
more economic productivity that
takes place, the better off consumers
will be in aggregate. China is great
example for us to appreciate, learn,
decide and act.
FDI
introduces
learning
and
technology spillover effects into the
economy. Foreign firms typically
bring proprietary technology with
them, which gives them an advantage
over domestic firms with which
they are competing. Domestic firms
possess other advantages such as
superior knowledge of the availability
of factor inputs.
Learning and technology spillover
effects arise when domestic firms
institute and learn from the advanced
technologies introduced by foreign
firms. In general, Govt of India has
considered these key points when
designing a mineral investment policy
with 100% FDI.
India is blessed with most minerals.
The country produces as many as
80 plus minerals, which includes 4
fuel minerals, 10 metallic minerals,
47 non-metallic minerals, 3 atomic
minerals and 23 minor minerals
(including building and other
materials).
India is recognised as a nation well
endowed in natural mineral resources.
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In year 2009 India ranked 4th amongst
the mineral producer countries on the
basis of volume of production as per
the Report on Mineral Production by
International Organizing Committee
for the World Mining Congress, It
however ranked 8th on the basis of
value of Mineral production, during
2009 and 12th in year 2014.
The
Mineral
Development
and mining sector should be a
significant contributor to the India’s
GDP growth; as there is a strong
correlation between growth in same
and the manufacturing sector; making
it a catalyst for the growth of basic
industries such as power, steel,
cement etc.
The National Mineral Policy, 2008
was made with good intentions. The
2008 Policy differed from the earlier
policy by introducing an open sky
policy, large area PL license, easy
transfer and security of tenure to the
license holders. Grant of licenses
and leases liberalized for most of the
minerals except atomic minerals and
Hydrocarbon energy minerals under
the National Mineral Policy, 1993.
Mining sector has witnessed negative
growth for five consecutive years
now. Since year 2009 the growth
outlook had turned negative to
register a minus 0.5% per annum.
This de-growth is having very bad
effect on the country’s economy and
widening current account deficit.
Indian currency has weekend making
it more difficult for deficit we carry
due to larger imports.
We need mineral development and
mining policy that does not allow
knee jerk attitude towards this
important sector. Mining should be
recognized as a core industry just the
way it is in developed countries such
as Australia, Canada and USA.
This will be possible only through an
investor friendly regulatory regime.

Rules and regulations should also
provide for security of tenure and
encourages investment in exploration.
Mining sector in 5 years is badly
affected by high borrowing costs
on one hand and policy paralysis on
the part of the government on the
other hand. Mining projects across
the country remain stalled owing to
environmental, regulatory and land
acquisition issues. The Indian mining
industry is passing through a critical
phase, especially in the last five years
witnessing negative growth rate
primarily due to closure of iron ore
mines in the states of Karnataka, Goa
and Odisha.
The mining sector needs to grow at
rate of 12- 14 % to fulfill requirement
of raw materials by the industries for
industrial development. Mining is
important for industrial development;
availability of raw material is of
prime importance. Uninterrupted
raw material supply is a prime
security. However country which
exported approx 130 million tons
of Iron Ore in 2008-9 has in year
2014 imported approx 12 million
tons of iron ore to keep our steel
plants running. This we can hardly
afford and is counter productive.
For our growing Industrial demand,
we import Gallium, Platinum,
Antimony, Molybdenum, Nickel, Tin,

Tungsten, Cobalt, Potash, Sulphur,
Rock, Phosphate and Borax etc. We
need to carry out detailed and modern
exploration for these metals. We have
hardly explored 10% of our Hard
rock areas. Remaining area of 90 %
is not explored and only through such
steps we will find these expensive and
important minerals required making
India self sufficient in this sector and
even earn through export.
The raw material shortage faced
by basic industries like aluminum
and power is not at all a good sign
for the country in spite of having
plenty of resource for these raw
materials. Certain activities like
oil drilling, transmission of power
lines etc from forest clearance are
exempted. However when it comes
to prospecting within forest areas
only few drill holes are permitted (16
boreholes per 10 sq km) which are
not going to give any clear picture
as regards data underground Further
the collection of surface samples
through trenching / pitting are totally
prohibited.
Prospecting activity has not been
defined properly in the notifications
and entry to forest land remains a big
issue to the prospectors. Prospecting
activity needs to be exempted from
forest clearance.
Further,

state

governments
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preference to value addition and
reservation of potential areas to
the state PSUs in grant of mineral
concessions. This has resulted in
the reservation of large potential
areas which have remained blocked
locked for a long period without any
exploration and development.
Maharashtra has mineral reserves
such as Coal, Iron Ore, Bauxite,
Dolomite, Lime stone, Silica sand,
Manganese, Kyanite, Sillimanite,
Titanium, Zinc, Copper, Tungsten
and there is prospect of many other
minerals including heavy minerals.
If Govt of Maharashtra recognizes
the importance of Mining sector and
supports it as one of the main activity
it will become one of the richest and
most modern state in world.
Maharashtra must do its best to
cultivate an enabling environment
for 100 % FDI in Mining and
Minerals sector allowed by Indian
Government. Such an approach will
ensure that the agreement allows the
state flexibility and authority with
respect to its mineral sector.
In the State of Maharashtra mineral
bearing area is about 58,465 sq.km,
out of the total area of 3,07,713 sq.km,
i.e. 19% of the total area of the State.
This is based on outdated exploration
carried out with old technology. Take
innovative and concrete time bound
steps to carry out exploration with
modern most advanced technology
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Maharashtra
being
number
one
industrially
developed
state
tends to ignore
other prospective
areas
such
as
mining.
Mining
has huge potential
to make it further
developed state of
western world’s standard.
The State Government levies Royalty
on mining. To have uniformity among
the States, the Federal Government
regulates the rate that can be levied.
Certain States also levy a “Cenarage
fee”.
The Central Government for its part
levies excise duty on the resources
produced. In addition, some minerals
also attract some cesses like Clean
Energy Cess, Cess on export of mica,
iron ore, chrome, etc
India is one of the fastest developing
nations but has been considered
a nation with one of the highest
corporate income tax rates (33.99%
including surcharge and cess).
Foreign direct investment (FDI)
combined with increased foreign
exchange earnings through Export is
a catalyst for country to improve their
credit ratings and attract long-term
loan funding from abroad. Brazil,
for example, is one of the world’s
most successful emerging market
economies in terms of attracting
FDI (in excess of US$50 billion per
annum in recent years).
In more mature industrial economies
such as China, the multiplier effects
on GDP can be quite significant one dollar of economic activity in
the mining sector can generate three
dollars or more of economic activity
elsewhere. Where this happens, the
total GDP contribution of mining

(direct and indirect) is much larger
than the “typical”4% to 12%”.
Employment and wages have been
obtained in relation to mining’s
contribution to employment .“Mining
is successful in generating indirect
employment in the supply chain,
as well as induced employment as
the salaries of direct employees or
supplier employees are spent within
the wider economy”. Mining sector
being core supplier of many raw
materials to many industries, The
state benefits by way of becoming
industrial power house and revenues
it generates.
It will be a good idea if the
Department of mining is headed by
separate Independent Sr. Secretary
with mandate
and authority to
show progress on time bound basis
as to how prospecting and mining
activity is developing at pace soon
to become main source of indirect
revenue through allied activities. The
department need not be in basement
of Mantralaya and treated as minor
not so important and even dangerous
activity.
Time bound interaction with Central
Govt departments to get speedy
clearances to proposals is also an
important requirement.
We should never forget that mineral
rich countries rule the world eg
USA, Russia, China, Canada,
Australia.........
To build a beautiful house and to
develop lush green plantation / farm
the first step is to dig earth and go
through an important short muddy
phase.
capt@alfasai.com
The author is the Chairman of Alfa
Group Of Companies, Mumbai
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Vidarbha

-From Distress to Prosperity
Mr. Kapil D. Chandrayan

A

region is considered as
‘developed’ when it has high
‘value-addition’ and also
can ensure better ‘physical quality
of life’. In this process of becoming
a ‘developed region’, different
regions try for high value addition
by adopting various developmental
policies. This process leads to
increased competition amongst
regions to develop faster. The basic
regional problem is how to reduce
competitiveness between regions and
increase complementary relations. It
is observed that neglecting a region
in the process of development,
results in backwardness of that
region as compared to others. This
in turn has several implications
such as migration of labour to other
developed regions and existence of
unemployment & in turn poverty.
If the situation is not corrected in
time, the underdeveloped region may
become a burden on the state and
central government’s treasury. The
problem of Naxalism also finds its
roots in lop-sided development and
regional backwardness.
Vidarbha is the region having the
most fertile soil and the region is
known for cotton cultivation. In
fact, the foundation of the mighty
Tata Group of Industries was laid
in Nagpur with the setting up of
the Empress Mill, unfortunately not
in operation now. Another factor
which made the region popular is
best quality oranges. Out of the total
mineral deposits in the state about

90% deposits are in Vidarbha and the
state of Maharashtra receives revenue
in the form of royalty to the extent
of 81% from here. The region is
endowed with forest area to the tune
of 58% of the state. Out of the total
thermal power generated in the state,
the power generated in Vidarbha is
more than 60%. Vidarbha is also a
major tourist destination, especially
for eco-tourism. The educational
sector is also flourishing.
In spite of all these potentials the
region is one of the most backward
regions of the country. Backwardness
is the major issue in all the elections.
The Dandekar Committee (Formally
known as the ‘Fact Finding
Committee on Regional Imbalances’)
calculated a backlog of Rs. 1246.55
Crore in the year 1982, which was
39.12% of the total developmental
backlog of the state. The ‘Indicators
and Backlog Committee’, later
on formed in 1994 calculated the
backlog as Rs.6624.02 Crore., which
was 47.60% of the total backlog. The
latest Kelkar Committee Report also
highlights the plight of Vidarbha
on the parameter of Development
Gap which can be broken down in
terms of connectivity, Education &
Skill Development, Health, Credit
Availability & Power. There are
some excellent roads in Vidarbha but
several parts are lacking all weather
roads. Power cut or Load Shedding
is another major problem, which
is hampering the already industryscarce Vidarbha. Drinking water is a
major problem and so is health-care.
Large sections of the populations

have no access even to most basic
medical facilities. The worst part of
the story is that Vidarbha has now
become infamous for the farmer’s
suicides which haven’t stopped even
today.
Having stated the above facts we
must analyze the reasons for this
state of affairs. Vidarbha region in
the state of Maharashtra has a unique
characteristic and thus has some
unique problems. Amongst other
reasons the political neglect or ‘sidetracking’ of the region in the process
of development has remained the
most important reason. It is a proven
fact now that the development funds
intended for the development of this
region have been systematically
diverted to Western Maharashtra.
This diversion of funds, as noted
from time to time by Hon. Governor,
had twin effects. Firstly it slowed
down the rate of growth of the
Vidarbha region and secondly it
speeded up the rate of growth of
Western Maharashtra, thereby further
degrading the relative developmental
position of Vidarbha region. As a net
result (as per the Economic Survey
of Maharashtra State) the Konkan
region (Mumbai included), the Pune
region & the Nasik region together
contribute around 73.5% to the state
GDP while Marathwada region
contributes 10.7% and the region of
Vidarbha contributes 15.8%.
Another important reason of the state
of backwardness can be contributed
to the lack of Skill Development
in the region. Due to lack for good
skill development, educational &
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vocational institutions in the region
there is an outbound migration of the
youth of the region to the Western
Maharashtra region, specifically to
Pune & Mumbai. The educated lot
again has to stay out of the region
in order to secure appropriate
jobs which are not available in the
region. Some important reasons
that can be attributed to the overall
underdevelopment of the region are
as follows:
1. Lack of infrastructure – The
greatest brunt of the phenomenon
of ‘diversion of funds’ was faced
in terms of lack of infrastructure in
the region. The various assessment
committees like the Dandekar
& the Kelkar committee have
highlighted the fact in terms of
‘Physical & Financial Backlog’ &
‘Development Gap’. The biggest
employment providing sector
of the region i.e. Agriculture
and allied services could not
develop as the basic infrastructure
facilities like Irrigation and Power
supply was not made available in

a timely manner.
Similarly
the
industrial
growth has been
hampered due
to the expensive
power. It is an
irony that the
region
which
generates
the
highest
thermal power in the state and
pays the maximum cost in terms
of pollution, gets irregular &
expensive power supply and hence
the local industries have to move
out to neighboring states.
2. Inefficient use of available
resources – The huge store of
natural resources like the forest &
its minor produce, the minerals,
the agricultural land, the water
of the rivers & lakes, etc. are
not being used in the optimum
manner due to the lack of adequate
infrastructure as well as skilled
manpower. The crops like cotton
and soyabean which have a huge
potential to raise the standard of
living of the farmer as well as
boost the economy of the region
are
unfortunately
neglected.
The absence of proper forward
(storage, processing, branding &
marketing) and backward linkages
(training, finance, crop insurance,
etc.) is making the agriculture
non-viable and the distress has
increased to an
extent where more
than 35,000 farmers
have
committed
suicides.
3.
Lack of
skilled manpower –
Skilled Manpower
is the basic necessity
for any enterprise or
sector to flourish.
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The potential development sectors
like textiles, agro processing,
tourism, etc. could not flourish in
the region due to lack of skilled
manpower.
Dr. Shrikant Jichkar, a veteran
scholar
and
ex-minister
in
Government of Maharashtra, rightly
puts it, “A problem may emanate in
the economic affairs or cultural or
social affairs but it is soon shaped
into the problem of politics”. The
issue of underdevelopment of the
region has become an important
political issue in the state and thus
has started receiving the desired
attention of the policy makers. The
point of inevitability of formation
of a separate state of Vidarbha has
also gained substantial ground. The
change in the state government
after the assembly elections of
2014 has created a popular public
perception that the ‘achhe din’ for
the region are destined to arrive.
With the campaigner for the cause
of development of the region at the
helm of power in the state, a much
awaited positive change is expected.
With a boost to the infrastructure
sector
accompanied
by
administrative reforms the industrial
sector which had turned its back to
the region has again started giving
an optimistic look. The setting up of
internationally reputed institutions
like the IIM, AIIMS, etc. is all set
to change the educational scenario
of the region. The development of
the projects like MIHAN, dry ports,
Metro Rail, etc. will not only bring
the region on the international map
but will also provide productive
employment to the locals.
Some of the sectors which can work
as the growth engines for the region
are as follows:
a. Textile

–

With

favorable
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government policies and adequate
infrastructure been made available,
textile sector can be a good
source of employment as well as
economic growth for this region.
The chain of farm – fiber – fabric
– fashion is being worked upon to
change the face of the sector.
b. Logistics – The central location of
the region makes it a great place
for being a logistical hub. For rail
and road network it can provide a
central corridor for maintenance
and repairs of wagons and carrier
vehicles. Similarly it can be
maintenance, repair and overhaul
center for the national as well as
international air transport industry.
With the introduction of the GST
region the region is all set to
become an International as well as
National Logistic Hub. Many of
the Industrial houses have already
set up their ware houses and transit
hubs in the region.
c. Agro & Food Processing – The
region grows variety of food
grains, fruits and cash crops.
With the availability of cheap
labour and low transportation
cost due to central location, the
region has a huge potential to
develop as a major agro and food
processing hub in the nation.
Orange processing units can be
a great boost to the economy in
districts of Nagpur & Amravati.
The tribal districts of Gadchiroli,
Chandrapur and Gondia have huge
stores of minor forest produces
like Jamun, Aamla, Hirda, Behda,

Honey, Charoli and a wide range
of medicinal plants. Providing
adequate processing facilities has
the potential to change the fortune
of the region.
d. Tourism – It remains one of the
most potent sectors to bring about
the desired level of growth in the
region. The region has 4 out of
the 5 national parks in the state
and has almost three fourth of the
forest cover of the state. Out of

the 146 centrally notified ancient
monuments
in
Maharashtra
State, 94 are located in Vidarbha.
Similarly it has good infrastructure
facilities like luxury hotels, good
connectivity via air, rail and
road with the other parts of the
country. A systematic marketing
initiative by the government
coupled with skill development of
the stakeholders involved can turn
the region into one of the top 10
tourist destinations in the country.
e. Mining and Power Equipments
– The region holds 2/3rd of the
state’s total mineral deposits and
generates nearly half of the thermal
power in the state. With additional
private captive power plants and
mines coming up the demand for
mining and power equipments will
surely go up. This creates a good
scenario for the sector.
f. Auto & Auto Ancillary – With
developed industrial areas and
infrastructure available the region
can be turned into an auto and
ancillary hub.

g. IT / ITES Industry – With its
central location the region not only
provides excellent connectivity
but is also equipped with suitable
physical infrastructure and trained
human resources. These strengths
can turn the region into the next IT
/ ITES hub.
h. Pharma & Chemical Industry
– The low cost of labour, raw
material and excellent connectivity
provide an excellent opportunity
for the region to move on the path
of development and employment
generation.
The region of Vidarbha has taxied a
long way over all these years with
many halts but has now reached the
‘Point of No Return’ on the Runway
of Development. It’s all set for a
grand take off. Only care that needs
to be taken is that of the diversity
of the stakeholders of the region.
While we talk about the Metro we
should also not forget the tribals of
Gadchiroli who have to walk miles
for basic health care, when we plan
for MIHAN we must also ensure
that the farmers & their families
of Yavatmal earn a sustainable
livelihood. Vidarbha has started its
journey on the path of prosperity, the
challenge that remains is to take all
the stakeholders along!
kapilchandrayan@gmail.com
The author is the Expert Member in
Vidarbha Development Board, Nagpur
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Energy Needs of Konkan

M

aharashtra is one of
India’s fast growing
states with rapid rate
of urbanization, presence of auto
hub and I.T. parks, sugar and cotton
cooperatives,
growing
service
sector. Maharashtra has always been
on the top among the few states on
economic growth progress card but
it is irony that excluding Mumbai the
metropolitan region, also the financial
capital of India, few dominated
districts in western Maharashtra and
couple of others in Vidarbha, the
state also faces problem of regional
imbalances. Decentralization and
inclusive growth have been pursued
by the planning commission to
achieve balance regional growth
but somehow the target has been
unachieved in spite of several policy
measures framed for the same.
Massive investment by government
or private sector cannot solve the
critical issue of balance regional
growth especially the challenge in
developing coastal Maharashtra in
a way which doesn’t pose a threat
to the environment. Growth and
expansion story should not only be
investment focused but it should also
focus on people.

Konkan: At a glance
Konkan division is one of the
six administrative divisions of
Maharashtra state in India. It
comprises the Konkan region, which
occupies the entire west coast of
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- MEDC Research Team

Maharashtra. The two districts in
the state capital Mumbai also fall in
Konkan division.

but in reality this area has yet to be
developed as tourism epicenter of
coastal Maharashtra.

•

Area: 30,746 km²

•

Population (2011 census):
28,739,397

•

Districts: Palghar, Thane,
Mumbai, Mumbai Suburban,
Raigad, Ratnagiri, Sindhudurg,

•

Literacy: 81.36%

•

Area under irrigation: 4,384.54
km²

As early as during the third and
fourth centuries BC, the region of
Konkan was under the control of the
Mauryas, whose policies led to great
advance in the fields of trade and
Buddhist learning in the region. But
unfortunately, after independence
it was completely neglected by
successive
governments.
The
Konkan region has also suffered
due to the adverse policies of the
Government especially on the CRZ
(Coastal Regulation Zone) regulation
and the inadequate planning and
lack of developed infrastructure.
Above all, one major reason for the
backwardness of the region is the
lack of willingness of the people to
cooperate towards the development
process.

Surrounded by the Sahyadri hills on
the east and the Arabian Sea on the
west, the coastal strip of Maharashtra
is known as the Konkan Region.
Historically, Konkan has been the
land with dense forest cover and
a landscape fringed with beautiful
beaches, picturesque hamlets, paddy
fields, coconut groves and mango
orchards. Transition from rural to
urban area is most essential feature
to have any further development, and
this area is showing this trend since
10-15 years. Historically Konkan
has been a major international
trade centre. Rajapur & Harnai are
two old ports from which export
& import activities used to take
place. Currently no port has direct
connectivity from foreign trade
excluding local supply of Fishery to
Mumbai. Ratnagiri district is blessed
with many unspotted & virgin
natural beaches which is the major
attraction of tourists. Government
of Maharashtra has announced
many tourism development plans

Konkan Railway:
About ten years ago (around early
90s), this region opened up with the
advent of the ‘Konkan railway’ the rail route that connects Mumbai
(Bombay) with the entire western
coast of India. ‘Konkan railway’ in
itself is an unparalleled achievement
of engineering excellence for India
involving construction of several
bridges and tunnels through its entire
run across the state.
Currently on Kokan railway track, the
rail route also connects to Pune via
Panvel and project is also proposed
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to connect Kokan to Kolhapur via
Chiplun.

Kannur,
Thalassery,
Vadakara,
Kozhikkode, Ponnani, Kodungallur,
North Paravur and Kochi.

National Highway 17:

The National Highway (NH) 17
passes through hills, forests, rivers,
rivulets, and streams, generally
flowing westwards towards Arabian
sea. Most of region has typical
scene like coconut trees dotted all
along with paddy fields and arecanut

National Highway 17, commonly
referred to as NH 17, is a busy
National Highway in India that
runs roughly north-south along the
western coast of India, parallel to
Western Ghats. It connects Mumbai
to Kochi, passing through the states
of Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka,
and Kerala. NH 17 is also known
as Mumbai-Goa Highway in
Maharashtra. It is the 7th longest
highway in India with 1,296 km.It
starts at Panvel, at junction of NH
4, and ends at Edappally, at junction
of NH 47 near Kochi. The National
Highway 17 connects following
cities and towns of different states
as follows Panvel, Mahad, Khed,
Chiplun, Hatkhamba (Ratnagiri),
Rajapur, Panaji, Margao, Karwar,
Kumta, Honnavar, Bhatkal, Udupi,
Surathkal, Mangalore, Kasaragod,

gardens. The road is uneven, bumps,
curves, steep rises and narrow paths
in between hillocks are found all
over this highway. As this region
experiences heavy rainfall, potholes
are present occasionally. The
building of National Highway 17 has
led to rapid development of towns
and cities along the highway.
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Industrial Development:

yy Ratnagiri- Mirjole Industrial Area.

Maharashtra Industrial Development
Corporation (MIDC) is a Government
of Maharashtra State body that looks
after development of industrial belt
in Maharashtra.

yy Devrukh (Sadavali) Mini
Industrial Area.

The following are Industrial are
developed by MIDC in Kokan
region:

It promises to be the largest
nuclear reactor in the world with a
production of 9,900 MW of electrical
power which will provide electricity
to 10 million homes in India. On
December 6, 2010, an agreement
was signed between AREVA, a
French nuclear engineering firm
and the Indian government for the
construction of two EPR (European
Pressurised Reactors) for its first
stage which will be operational by
2018. Also, by 2050, the Indian
government plans to meet a
quarter of the countries’ electricity
requirements through nuclear power
projects with 5 being built and 39
under consideration.

yy Tarapur, Boisar Industrial Area
yy Wagle Estate, TTC, Belapur,
Kalyan, Dombivali, Bhivandi,
Ambarnath Industrial Area
yy Patalganga Industial Area
yy Mahad Industrial Area.
yy Roha Industrial Area.
yy Usar Industrial Area.
yy Chiplun (Gane-Khadpoli)
Industrial Area.
yy Chiplun (Pohali / Kherdi)
Industrial Area.
yy Lote Parshuram Industrial Area.
yy Dapoli Industrial Area.

Jaitapur Nuclear Power Plant : A
major developmental fiasco

substitute for fossil fuels which are
fast depleting resources now. It is a
clean fuel, does not contribute to air
pollution expect for the production
of radioactive waste whose disposal
is a major concern. Nuclear byproducts have to be stored for
sufficient amount of time to contain
the radiations. There is no place in
the world which can safely enclose
and confine these radiations. With
construction of a nuclear power
plant, comes the issue of security,
safety and protection of the
environment. It has long term risks
too. However the nuclear disasters
that happened at the Chernobyl
Disaster (1986), the Three Mile
Island accident (1979) and the
recent Fukushima Disaster (2011)
tend to show the worse side of these
nuclear reactors.
Madban plateau is a haven for biodiversity and to rule it out as a barren
plateau is equal to blasphemy.

Nuclear energy is an efficient
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Construction of the JPNN will
destroy the flora and fauna of
the plateau. If the nuclear plant
becomes operational it will have
tight security around its perimeters
and this will disrupt the lives of the
fisherman. Moreover, the hot water
discharge from the plant will affect
the marine life in that area. This
will snatch the livelihood of over
20,000 people.
Nuclear power production is
expensive due to the high cost of
the fuel and the money it takes to
build sturdy reactors. The JPNN’s
costs calculate up to $9.3 billion.
The electrical power produced from
the plant will also not be cheap.
The area of Madban is prone to
earthquakes with over 95 of them
being recorded from 1985-2010.
This poses as a serious threat as the
area can also be hit by tsunamis.
The aftermath is something we all
have already witnessed.
Former president of India and
nuclear scientist Dr A.P.J Abdul

Kalam had some time ago expressed
concerns over the general safety
surrounding the nuclear plants
following the Japanese disaster but
showed a green flag to continue
with its schemes during his
Diamond Jubilee Lecture at DEI
Deemed University, Dayalbagh.
He said “Nuclear plants should
and would continue to operate.
Accidents did happen but there were
always solutions to problems and
precautions to be taken.”
Whether the Indian government
carries forward the project which
it is planning to with a recent
announcement or it is stopped by
the opponents, it has to be noted that
nuclear power has its fair share of
cons which must be weighed against
its advantages.

Ratnagiri Power Plant
Dabhol Power Plant is a 1,967MW
combined cycle power station
located 160km south of Mumbai in

the Ratnagiri District of Maharashtra,
India. It is one of the most
controversial power projects built in
India. It was originally developed by
a joint venture led by Enron, a USbased company which went bankrupt
after an accounting scandal in 2001.
The plant is currently owned and
operated by Ratnagiri Gas and Power
Private limited (RGPPL), a joint
venture company created in 2005.
Dabhol power plant was erected
as early as 1992, with Enron
Development Corporation of USA
as its major project owner. GE and
Bechtel were the EPC contractors.
The 740MW phase one of the project
commenced operations in 1999.
Phase one operations and further
construction on the 1,444MW phase
two were halted in 2001 following
payment and contract dispute
between the Maharashtra state
government and the plant owners.
The phase two construction of the
plant was 90% complete by that time.
The plant was closed for about five
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years before RGPPL took over the
power station in 2006. The troubles
for the power plant continue even
today as its power generation is
sinking because of the fall in natural
gas supply to the plant.
According to a report published on
the website “Dabhol requires 9.7
million standard cubic metres a day
(mscmd) for its full scale operation.
The plant has not been able to
generate more than 700MW for the
last two years, due to the shortage
of gas supply allocated to the plant
from the KG-D6 gas field operated
by Reliance.
With the fall in output of KG-D6
by more than 55% from 2010 to
2011, Dabhol was getting less than
3mscmd, whereas it was allocated
8.5mscmd from the field. This
reduced the plant’s operational
utilisation to one third of its installed
capacity. The Dhabol Power Plant
was closed down after a shortage of
gas and lack of funds.
JSW Power Plant, Jaigad,
Ratnagiri
The 1200 MW plant at Jaigarh,
Ratnagiri was launched in July 2007.

The plant comprises four units of
300MW each and runs on imported
coal. For operational efficiency, it
blends coal from different sources
that help boost cost effectiveness.
The plant was commissioned within
a record time when the first unit went
on-stream in 2010 and the entire
plant was fully commissioned in
2011.
The plant sells power to Maharashtra
State
Electricity
Distribution
Company and to the plants of JSW
Steel Ltd. & its subsidiary based in
Dolvi and Kalmeshwar. The power
generated is transmitted through the
Jaigad PowerTransco Ltd, a JSW
Energy joint venture company that
operates an intra-state transmission
system.

Summing Up
Development is not something that
can be imposed on people. You
cannot use numbers and theory to
show a project is development if what
people see is deterioration of their
livelihoods and their communities.
Surely the highest “strategic
importance” should be accorded to
projects that make most sense to the

local economy, the national economy
and the environment.
Power companies see little value
in the area besides rocky shores
that provide good foundation for
mammoth power plants and the
Arabian Sea which can feed their
unquenchable thirst for cooling
water. There is hardly a shore in
Konkan that is not threatened by a
coal or nuclear power plant. The area
already produces more power than it
consumes.
The Western Ghats is a catchment
area for most of the rivers in south
India; large parts of the Western
Ghats are also world heritage
sites with endemic species found
only here. Vast areas are yet to be
explored and many species yet to be
discovered. It would be a pity to lose
them even before they are found.
There are serious power issues
in Konkan and hence the thermal
power plants have to be set up in
order to electrify all the places in the
region. This can be fulfilled either
by relying on the power generated
by thermal plants or through nuclear
power plants, the option of adopting
electricity generated by gas is not
viable option and has been proved
with the close down of the Dabhol
power plant. Inefficiency to generate
electricity in the Konkan region is a
matter of serious concern and can be
solved only when the authorities act
upon it.
sarabjitk@medcindia.com
The author is the Jr. Economist in MEDC
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SWOT Analysis of Konkan Region
- MEDC Research Team

T

ourism industry is one of
the leading key sectors
of economy in the world.
Recently the development of tourism
in some extent took place in the
Konkan but it is not developed in
genuine sense. However, there is
an urgent need to view tourism of
the Konkan in holistic sense beyond
its national and global boundaries
bringing together the stakeholders
and retains tourism assets for future.
Tourism is an important industry
for many areas in the Konkan,
it is also one that can developed
based on local resources and has
aided the development many areas.
This development can be seen as
beneficial in term of sustainable
economic development but the
reliance on tourism for sustainable
economic
development
has
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats. However, an attempt is
made to the SWOT analysis of the
Konkan tourism for its sustainable
development.
STRENGTHS:
The Konkan region has the following
strengths for the development of
tourism:

• Availability of the forts and
sea forts is also strength for the
development of tourism in the
Konkan

• The Konkani Culture, residence
and Konkani type meal is also
our asset, which is not available
anywhere in India

• The Sahyadri Mountain is one of
the biodiversity rich a region of
the world is present in the Konkan
and is beneficial for bio-tourism
and eco-tourism in the region

• The hot springs are present in the
Konkan especially near Chiplun,
Sangmeshwar, Rajapur, etc.

• Number
of
waterfalls
are
developed in the region due to
physiography and have abundance
water during rainy season. This
is the attractions to the tourists
during rainy season.
• Konkan region has religious,
mythological,
and
historical
background and known as the
land of Parshuram. Here temples
of vigilant gods and deities are
present and they attract virtuous
tourists.
• Mumbai International Airport is
in the Konkan region and this is
our plus point to attract foreign
tourists
• Mumbai is the home of Bollywood,
and many actors, designers and
studios reside in Mumbai

WEAKNESSES:
The major weaknesses of the Konkan
tourism are as given below:
• Psychology of the local people is
the weakness for the sustainable
tourism development in the
locality
• Outmigration
towards
metropolitan cities like, Mumbai
and Pune from the region is also a
constraint for the development of
sustainable tourism
• Undulating
physiography
of
the region constraints to the
development of transport network
• Some of the key restrictions to
the growth and development of
sustainable tourism in the region
includes lack of entrepreneurship
among the local people, lack of

• Total 700 km stretch of the
coastline is available in the region.
• Development of Konkan Railway
is also a positive factor for the
development
of
sustainable
tourism in the locality
• Number of beaches and other
coastal landforms are developed
along the Arabian Coast that may
attract to the tourists
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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innovations in the locality, lack
of co-operation from the natives
of the region, lack of analytical
data and lack of quality human
resources.
OPPORTUNITIES:
Following
opportunities
can
be analyzed for the tourism
development in the region:
• There is an immense scope for
the development of eco-tourism,
adventure tourism, geo-tourism,
rural tourism, health tourism,
winter tourism, disaster tourism,
historical tourism, etc.
• Some of the tourist destinations
are not yet truly discovered by
the tourists. Hence there is scope
for the development of tourism
at such locations e.g. Prachitgad,
Mahipatgad, etc.
• Proximity to Arabian Sea can
enhance the ocean tourism in the
locality.

Plants, Atomic Power Plants, etc.

THREATS:
The
Konkan
tourism
faces
following threats that may affect the
development of tourism:
• Encroachment from the outsiders
in the tourism industry is the major
threat in the region, it may cause
loss of the environment and local
people will not be benefitted.
• Environmental degradation due to
conventional tourism development
is also a threat that may affect on
sustainability of the tourism in the
locality.
• Competition with other Indian
states like Goa, Karnataka, Kerala,
etc. is also a threat. These states
are well developed as compared to
the Konkan region of Maharashtra
and have the potential of investing
more in the industry.
• Attack from terrorists may take
place through the coastline in the
region.

of
the
various
• Perception
stakeholders towards tourism is
the most important threat to the
sustainable tourism development
in the locality.
In recent years, especially in last
few years the trend of domestic
and foreign tourists towards the
Konkan is increasing with the
time. However, we should be aware
about the problems that might be
created by the tourism development
and may effect on the natural
environment and our valuable
Konkani culture. If this happened,
the Konkan will become Goa in
short period of time. By taking
in to account environmental and
cultural sustainability, we should
concentrate on the conservation
of our natural and cultural assets
that is essential for economic
sustainability of the region.

• Loss of beauty through the
developmental projects in the
locality, e.g. Thermal Energy

medc@medcinda.com

Appeal to the Members for the
Payment of Annual Membership
Fee for the year 2015 - 2016
Dear Members
The MEDC is grateful to its Associate
and Constituent Members, who have
paid their Membership Fee for the
current financial year (2015-2016)
The MEDC requests its Associate and
Constituent Members (those who have
not yet paid their membership fee),
to make the payment at an early date
before 30th August 2015 to enable
us to update the data of members for
the year 2015-2016.
Your early action in this regard will be
highly appreciated.
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Global Trade and
Investment Trends...
Dr. Prakash Hebalkar

This column focuses on trends in
trade and investments in the past
month.
The past month saw developments
in US economic policy as envisaged
by the putative president of 2017,
developments in taxation as related
to electronic delivery and technology
developments that could threaten
India’s people-intensive software
export industry.
The presidential race of 2016 will
determine who becomes the US
president on January 20, 2017. The
leading Democratic candidate is
Hillary Clinton, former Secretary
of State. That on the Republican
side
currently
is
billionaire
businessman Donald Trump of
“The Apprentice” TV Show fame.
He recently advocated some rather
unconventional Republican policies
– against free trade.
In May, Trump appeared in
an Americans
for
Limited
Government radio ad in which
he called fast-track and the Trans
Pacific Partnership “a bad, bad
deal for American businesses, for
workers, for taxpayers” and “a
huge set of hand-outs for a few
insiders that don’t even care about
our great, great America.”
In his announcement speech,
Trump proposed a 35 percent tax
on “every car and every truck
and every part” manufactured by
American automakers in Mexico

that crosses into the U.S. Trump
also favors a 20 percent tariff on all
imported goods and a 15 percent
tax “for outsourcing jobs.” Read

is a recently resurrected 1970s
concept of a public utility approach
to computing reborn as cloudcomputing.

more:
http://www.politico.com/
story/2015/07/will-the-real-donaldtrump-please-stand-up-120607.
html#ixzz3hece07mT

“Citizens of Chicago need to
prepare themselves for a “cloud
tax” that went into effect on July
1. The nine-percent tax to cloud
services like Netflix (movies on
demand sent down the internet),
Spotify (video on demand) and
Xbox Live ( massively multiplayer online games)is the result
of an “amusement tax” ruling that
items “delivered electronically” for
entertainment purposes are subject
to a tax that has traditionally been
levied against the sale of concert
tickets, sporting events and the
like. The ruling does not affect
the sales of movies, songs and
games delivered electronically2.
So purchases from the iTunes
store and Steam are not taxed. But,
a subscription to Apple Music
or Spotify is subject to taxation.

For what it is worth, the current
front-runner may be replaced in
that position by another in weeks or
months and that too more than once;
former president George W. Bush’s
brother and a crucial helper in his
election win Jeb Bush is hoping to
spend his way to the front-runner
position soon. He is more proLatino immigration than Trump (as
declared, not as he practices in his
ventures) and more pro-trade.
The changing technology scene is
affecting tax revenues and revenue
authorities need to respond to avoid
losing revenues. Amazon with its
inventories stored outside states and
lacking brick-and-mortar outlets
already forced such changes to sales
tax1 . Now a similar change is being
driven by the Cloud Technology
approach, to services delivered
by internet; cloud technology
1 “After fighting legislative efforts to force
it to collect sales taxes, Amazon last year
struck a deal with Gov. Jerry Brown. The
company promised to open two 1-million-square-foot distribution centers in
Northern and Southern California and to
start charging sales tax as of Saturday.”
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/sep/15/
business/la-fi-mo-amazon-collecting-casales-tax-20120915

”http://www.engadget.com/2015/07/02/
chicago-netflixtax/?utm_source=Feed_
Classic_Full&utm_medium=feed&utm_
campaign=Engadget&?ncid=rss_full&c
ps=gravity_4211_-52495502298198191

Multinational company taxation
and a sense of being cheated among
the countries hosting operations of
these companies has long been a
contentious issue. An international
conference recently brought this to
2 Perhaps because they are already covered by sales tax law changes.
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the fore.
The third international conference
on Financing for Development,
is supposed to find the estimated
$2.5 trillion needed each year to
meet the proposed Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) – the
successor to the United Nations
Millennium Development Goals
programme that were adopted in
2000.
The agenda for the conference
makes clear that a large share
of this money will come out of
domestic budgets, rather than aid
from wealthy nations. However,
a spate of research, suggests
that developing countries lose
hundreds of billions of dollars
each year in corporate taxes and
illicit flows due to loopholes in the
international tax architecture that
is defined and dominated by the
OECD.
Some of the world’s best known
and most admired companies,
like Apple, stand accused of
minimising their tax payments
even as they rake in massive
profits. Technology companies in
particular benefit from a “residence
based” tax system, rather than
a “source based” system, which
means that countries like India
receive no taxes from companies
like Google, that have no physical
presence in India but earn profits
from services provided to Indian
citizens.

of the conference, “We’ve seen a
very vast amount of capital being
sucked out of developing countries
and being sent over to the OECD
countries.”
As a result, the G77 is pushing
to create an inter-governmental
tax body at the United Nations
to refashion international tax law
that makes it harder for companies
to shift profit out of developing
countries.
“The US, UK and the OECD
– where most multinational
corporations are based – are
strongly opposed to this tax
committee,” said a G77 diplomat
on the condition of anonymity,
“There is a lot of pressure on all
developing countries to drop this
demand.” At present, the two
camps are at loggerheads, with a
real possibility that a accord may
not emerge.
On the technology front, a significant
development at M.IT. in the USA
promises to change the testing
practice and code-writing practices
currently in vogue and at the heart if
India’s success in software exports.

India questions OECD
“The norms for taxation should not
be set by the OECD, they have to
be set by all of us as members of the
global community of nations,” said
Jayant Sinha, India’s Minister of
State for Finance, on the sidelines

Remarkably, the system, dubbed
CodePhage, doesn’t require access
to the source code of the applications
whose functionality it’s borrowing.
Instead, it analyzes the applications’
execution and characterizes the types
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Once it’s imported code into a
vulnerable application, CodePhage
can provide a further layer of
analysis that guarantees that the bug
has been repaired.
“We have tons of source code available
in open-source repositories, millions
of projects, and a lot of these projects
implement similar specifications,”
says Stelios Sidiroglou-Douskos, a
research scientist at MIT’s Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory (CSAIL) who led the
development of CodePhage. “Even
though that might not be the core
functionality of the program, they
frequently have subcomponents that
share functionality across a large
number of projects.”
With CodePhage, he says, “over
time, what you’d be doing is building
this hybrid system that takes the
best components from all these
implementations.”

June 29, 2015
At the Association for Computing
Machinery’s Programming Language
Design
and
Implementation
conference
this
month,
MIT
researchers presented a new system
that repairs dangerous software
bugs by automatically importing
functionality from other, more secure
applications.
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of security checks they perform.
As a consequence, it can import
checks from applications written in
programming languages other than
the one in which the program it’s
repairing was written.

profitechconsultants@gmail.com
The author is a Public Policy
consultant and President of
ProfiTech, a strategic consultancy
and also Member of the MEDC
Economic Digest Committee.
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